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NEW MEMBER PACKAGES FOR 2022
The Premium Package provides member access to all
benefits included with the Standard Package, plus:
 W
 eekly issues of Chemical &
Engineering News (C&EN)

 S
 pecial member pricing
on select ACS Journals

 A
 CS Publications and
Author Benefits

 A
 ccess to the ACS
Webinars® Library

 D
 iscounts on ACS
Meeting Registration

 A
 CS Course and
Workshop Discounts

 CAS SciFinder® Benefit

The Standard Package includes many of the
most popular ACS benefits:
 W
 eekly issues of Chemical &
Engineering News (C&EN)
 Quarterly ACS Discovery Reports
 Member-only awards,
grants, and fellowships

 F irst-time members can
join up to 3 Technical
Divisions in their first year
 A
 ffinity Benefits &
ACS Insurance
 And more!

Go to www.acs.org/membership to learn more
about the new ACS membership packages.
*The benefits listed above are meant to be representative of each package, but are not
completely inclusive of all benefits

Discover
Through a combination of innovative services, creative
collaboration, and transformative technology, ACS provides
authoritative, comprehensive, and indispensable chemistryrelated resources to members, authors, researchers, and
others involved with the chemical sciences.
CHEMICAL & ENGINEERING NEWS (C&EN)
Read C&EN for in-depth analysis and reporting on
the latest developments in science and technology,
business and industry, government, education, and
employment trends. Keep up with the chemical sciences via C&EN’s daily
news coverage on cen.acs.org; the award-winning weekly magazine,
available in print and digital formats; or one of its weekly newsletters.

ACS JOURNALS
With more than 4.1 million total citations in 2020, ACS journals rank #1
in citations and/or Impact Factor in 5 of the 7 main chemistry categories
and in 10 total categories.* From the Journal of the American Chemical
Society (JACS), first published in 1879, to new titles like Accounts of Materials
Research, ACS ES&T Engineering, ACS ES&T Water, ACS Food Science &
Technology, ACS Agricultural Science & Technology, JACS Au, and the ACS Au
portfolio of journals, ACS’s more than 75 peer-reviewed journals serve the
needs of scientists who are looking for the highest quality research in the
chemical and related sciences. ACS’s journals include completely open access
journals and hybrid journals with a range of publishing options, creating a
home for authors who want or need to publish open access. pubs.acs.org
*Source: 2020 Journal Citation Reports (Clarivate Analytics, 2020)
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Discover
ACS MEMBER PUBLICATIONS BENEFITS
Access over 1 million articles and book chapters from the most
trusted, most cited, and most read publications in the chemical and
related sciences. Online access to any 50 free access tokens to all ACS
Journals, ACS eBooks, and C&EN Archives is included with an annual
membership. Additional single articles are available at a significant
discount for ACS Members:
 US $12 for ACS Journal articles and ACS eBook chapters
 US $5 for C&EN Archives

ACS Member E-Subscriptions
E-subscriptions are available to Emeritus, Retired, and
Unemployed Members, and sole proprietors at a uniform price
of US $125 per year for ACS Journal and Archive E-subscription
titles. Qualified members have access to 250 articles per
journal, per subscription term, and may subscribe to a total
of five E-subscriptions. Additionally, all ACS Members qualify
for a special member-only subscription rate of US $99 to the
Journal of Chemical Education that also includes an Archive
E-subscription. Additional discounted rates are available
for undergraduates, graduate students, and K-12 teachers.
Go to pubs.acs.org/journal/jceda8 to learn more. Likewise,
all ACS Members can take advantage of a special memberonly subscription rate of US $125 for the Journal of Natural
Products that also includes an Archive E-subscription.
pubs.acs.org/journal/jnprdf
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ACS Discovery Reports
As part of an annual membership, ACS Members receive
a special report each quarter on a current topic in chemistry.
The reports are published by C&EN, and topics published
to date include gene editing, plastics, artificial intelligence,
food supply, machine learning, and more. Besides receiving
a new report every three to four months, ACS Members also
have access to the online archive of all reports published to
date at www.acs.org/discoveryreports.

ACS Books Discount
ACS Publications works alongside its print publishing
partner, Oxford University Press (oup.com), to provide ACS
Members with a discount on the purchase of print books:
 40% discount on Symposium Series volumes for ACS
Members when purchased online through OUP. Use
code ACSOFFER or contact OUP customer service
at custserv.us@oup.com or 1-800-445-9714.
 40% discount on ACS books for editors and
contributors to Symposium Series titles.
Contact OUP customer service for details.
 Additional discounts may be available at
the OUP booth at ACS meetings.

ACS Editors’ Choice
Based on recommendations from ACS journal editors around
the world, a panel of ACS editors selects and makes free to
read one article daily that exemplifies the ACS commitment
to improving people’s lives through the transforming power
of chemistry. These articles have been added each day since
January 1, 2014. pubs.acs.org/editorschoice
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Discover
ACS AUTHORING SERVICES
Since 2014, ACS Publications’ Authoring Services has helped thousands
of authors prepare their manuscripts with English language editing,
translation, figure services, and more. In 2020, ACS Publications also
launched a new set of research promotion services to create videos,
infographics, and written lay summaries of published work, helping
authors reach a wider audience. Staffed by experienced researchers,
Authoring Services is designed to help improve and polish manuscripts to
boost the likelihood of publication and maximize the impact of the work.
ACS frequently provides members with special offers and discounts for
these services. authoringservices.acs.org

ACS Guide to Scholarly Communication
The ACS Guide to Scholarly Communication covers all instructions from
previous editions of the ACS Style Guide — completely updated and modernized
— and is available to all ACS Members at a special rate of US $65.

ACS INSTITUTE
ACS Publications is pleased to offer on-demand courses within the ACS
Institute, a comprehensive and authoritative learning platform supporting
the broad chemistry community. Many of the courses are available at
a reduced rate for ACS Members. Courses in the Institute cover the full
spectrum of learning and are divided into seven learning centers:
 Chemistry in Practice

 Scientific Communication

 Lab Safety

 Technical Skills Development

 Leadership Development

 Volunteer Development

 Professional Development
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Chemistry in Practice: Reduce the Spread of Viruses
This course was recently awarded a Bronze Brandon Hall Group
Award for “Best Advance in Training Programs that Require Global
Accessibility Standards.” The course takes an evidence-based
approach to ensuring science-led recommendations and actions,
while increasing the scientific understanding of behavioral changes
to decrease virus spread. It was developed in collaboration with leading
experts in infectious diseases, medicinal chemistry, and healthcare.
institute.acs.org/courses/reduce-the-spread.html

Lab Safety: ACS Essentials of Lab Safety for General Chemistry
This new course provides an introduction to critical lab safety skills and
sets a defined standard for safety. Aimed at general chemistry courses
at both two-year and four-year institutions, ACS Essentials of Lab
Safety for General Chemistry introduces students to critical chemical
safety concepts including RAMP: recognize, assess, minimize, prepare.
Developed by leading subject matter experts, this on-demand, 90 minute
course will introduce hazard awareness to reduce lab incidents and build
a safety-first mindset. acs.org/safety

Scientific Communication: ACS Author Lab
ACS Author Lab is a course designed by ACS editors and experts,
consisting of interactive modules that will teach participants how
to select the right journal for their manuscript, how to craft a strong
title and abstract, what strategies to use to effectively describe their
research, what visual elements to use in their manuscript, and more.
The course complements ACS Reviewer Lab and the ACS Guide to Scholarly
Communication. institute.acs.org/scientific-communication.html
The courses listed above are just a few of what is available. Go to
institute.acs.org to see the full catalog.
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Discover
ACS OPEN ACCESS
ACS is committed to helping authors meet evolving open access
requirements from their research funders and institutions, and is a
supporter of the open access and open science movements. ACS is finding
new ways to move science forward, through open access journals, open
access publishing options, the open sharing of data, and more.

ACS Central Science
Free to read and publish, ACS Central Science is the broadest ACS journal,
home to the most compelling discoveries with exceptional impact across
the chemical sciences and beyond. The journal publishes interdisciplinary
articles of exceptional significance across chemistry and chemistry-related
fields, along with a diverse selection of news, reviews, interviews, and
commentaries of broad interest to the scientific community.
pubs.acs.org/acscentralscience

ACS Omega
ACS Omega has a broad, multidisciplinary focus that spans the scope
of the entire suite of ACS journals and beyond. The fully open-access
journal’s global team of editors makes rapid decisions and bases its
editorial decisions on the quality of the research itself, not on a perceived
evaluation of immediate impact. pubs.acs.org/acsomega

JACS Au
JACS Au is a fully open access journal that allows for the rapid
dissemination of cutting edge, high impact research across chemistry
and all related areas intersecting with chemistry. JACS Au is
complementary to the Journal of the American Chemical Society,
matching the exceptional editorial and publishing standards of
the world’s most cited chemistry publication. pubs.acs.org/jacsau
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ACS Au
In 2021, a suite of nine fully open access journals was launched, known
collectively as ACS Au, and led by Professor Shelley D. Minteer of the
University of Utah as Editor-in-Chief. Each journal covers a broad aspect of the
chemical sciences and related fields. All nine journals satisfy the open access
requirements of funders, including those listed under “Plan S,” which require
researchers to publish their work in fully open access journals.

Open Access Publishing
Authors can publish open access in any of ACS’s growing portfolio of
completely open access journals, or through an open access license in any
of ACS’s hybrid journals. Members and authors at subscribing institutions
receive special discounts for open access publication in any ACS journal.
To learn more about open access publishing options and how ACS
supports the open science and open access movements, please visit
acsopenscience.org.
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Discover
OPEN SCIENCE
ChemRxiv
Since 2017, ACS has partnered with the Chinese Chemical Society,
Chemical Society of Japan, German Chemical Society, and Royal Society
of Chemistry to manage ChemRxiv, a free submission, distribution, and
archive service for unpublished preprints in chemistry and related areas.
ChemRxiv gives researchers across a broad range of chemistry fields
the opportunity to share early results with colleagues and respond
to comments and recommendations for improvement, ahead of formal
peer review and publication. chemrxiv.org

SciMeetings
SciMeetings is the official archive for all ACS Spring and ACS Fall
meeting abstracts. Presenters are further invited to upload their
posters and presentations to this fully open access platform that is freely
searchable, citable, and shareable. When researchers upload their posters
or presentations, they receive a DOI and Creative Commons license,
plus it makes their work available beyond the meeting and searchable
across pubs.acs.org, increasing collaborations and funding opportunities.
Discounts are available to ACS Members when they choose to upload their
poster or presentation. scimeetings.acs.org
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CAS
CAS is a leader in scientific information solutions,
partnering with innovators around the world
to accelerate scientific breakthroughs. CAS
employs over 1,400 experts who curate, connect, and analyze scientific
knowledge to reveal unseen connections. For over 100 years, scientists,
patent professionals, and business leaders have relied on CAS solutions and
expertise to provide the hindsight, insight, and foresight they need so they
can build upon the learnings of the past to discover a better future.
CAS SciFinder® is a research discovery solution from CAS that provides
unlimited access to CAS content. ACS Members are eligible to receive
25 complimentary CAS SciFinder® activities for personal use per
membership term. cas.org/scifinder

INDUSTRY MEMBER PROGRAMS
ACS offers many benefits for ACS Members working in industry, including
resources for professional development, funding, awards, entrepreneurial
resources, and more. See an expanded list of ACS Industry programs at
acs.org/industry.
The weekly ACS Industry Matters newsletter features member-exclusive
interviews including leadership advice from industry executives, careerboosting tips from ACS Career Consultants, fascinating spotlights on
chemical innovation, workplace safety tips, and more. ACS Industry
Matters content provides the information ACS Members need to address
the unique questions, challenges, and opportunities that they face
working in the chemical industry today. Browse articles and subscribe
at acs.org/industry-matters.
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Discover
ACS GREEN CHEMISTRY INSTITUTE
The ACS Green Chemistry Institute® (ACS GCI) brings people together to
reimagine chemistry and engineering for a brighter, more sustainable
future. Green chemistry is an approach to chemistry that spurs innovations
in the design, development, and implementation of chemical products
and processes that directly benefit businesses, people, and the planet.
No matter what your expertise, discover how you can participate and
contribute to ACS GCI’s efforts in making green chemistry a central building
block of a sustainable, thriving global economy. acs.org/greenchemistry

Industrial Engagement
ACS GCI convenes Industry Roundtables to accelerate the adoption of
green and sustainable chemistry and engineering in industry. These
Roundtables advance scientific knowledge by funding research projects;
developing tools and metrics to advance innovation and accountability;
sharing knowledge by publishing papers and organizing symposia globally;
providing leadership opportunities for members; and fostering the next
generation of chemists and engineers through travel grants, workshops,
and educational opportunities.
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Green & Sustainable Chemistry Education
The vision of ACS GCI for the future of chemistry education is one that
equips and inspires chemists to help solve the grand challenges of
sustainability. We believe chemistry education must include concepts
such as systems thinking, and contexts such as the U.N. Sustainable
Developments Goals, together with the principles of green and sustainable
chemistry and engineering. This approach involves bringing together
educators and other stakeholders to integrate these concepts into the
existing chemistry curriculum. To this end, ACS GCI is working with
educators to develop new high-quality educational modules for general
and organic chemistry courses.
For green chemistry practitioners at all levels, ACS GCI offers a variety
of resources, awards, webinars, and special programs to improve the
understanding and application of green chemistry principles, alternatives,
and practices. ACS GCI also hosts an annual Green Chemistry & Engineering
Conference (see page 16, GC&E Conference).

ACS WEBINARS
ACS Webinars® brings you engaging and interactive broadcasts several times
a week featuring the best and brightest minds in chemistry. Simply create
an ACS ID to register and join the live broadcasts. There’s a topic of interest
for every chemist and you can become part of each webinar by answering
trivia poll questions and by asking questions during the live Q&A segments
at the end of each presentation. Access to previous webinar recordings
is an exclusive ACS Member benefit, and they are made available once
the recording has been edited and posted. See the schedule of upcoming
events and browse hundreds of archived recordings at acs.org/webinars.
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“ACS has been a lovely
organization in which to
volunteer and participate.
The networking and
professional development
opportunities are tremendous
and the people are very
helpful.”
– C. SORENSEN-UNRUH

Member since 1999
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Connect
As an ACS Member, you’ll meet like-minded
professionals, make lasting connections, and join
communities unmatched by any other professional
organization. Collaborate and network on a local
and global stage with industry chemists and STEM
professionals, all of whom are committed to sharing
and connecting with you.

MEETINGS & CONFERENCES
ACS MEETINGS & EXPOSITIONS
The ACS Meeting and Exposition is held twice annually with five days
of symposia, tutorials, and poster sessions that cover every area of
chemistry, chemical engineering, and related sciences. Each comprehensive
exposition delivers additional value to meeting attendees, featuring
more than 250 scientific companies per event. At each meeting, the
ACS Career Navigator™ hosts Career Navigator LIVE! as well as workshops,
Leadership Development courses, Career Pathways™ Workshops, and
Professional Education Courses with renowned instructors. ACS Members
with a qualifying membership package can receive a meeting registration
discount of up to 40% off the regular rate.
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ACS SPRING 2022 | MARCH 20 – 24 | SAN DIEGO, CA, & ONLINE
BONDING THROUGH CHEMISTRY
ACS FALL 2022 | AUGUST 21 – 25 | CHICAGO, IL, & ONLINE
SUSTAINABILITY IN A CHANGING WORLD
ACS SPRING 2023 | MARCH 26 – 30 | INDIANAPOLIS, IN
CROSSROADS OF CHEMISTRY
ACS FALL 2023 | AUGUST 13 – 17 | SAN FRANCISCO, CA
HARNESSING THE POWER OF DATA

acs.org/meetings

ACS REGIONAL MEETINGS
ACS also sponsors regional meetings throughout the U.S. that reflect
the diverse professional interests in specific geographic areas. Regional
meetings generally feature three to four days of technical programming
where attendees can present papers, network with colleagues, and
attend workshops, as well as special programming for high school
teachers and undergraduate students. Each regional meeting offers an
exposition featuring both commercial and academic exhibitors. There
are also various awards presented at these regional events including the
Division of Chemical Education Regional Award for Excellence in High
School Teaching, Partners for Progress and Prosperity, and the Stanley
C. Israel Regional Award for Advancing Diversity in the Chemical
Sciences. Plan to attend the next regional meeting in your area and
discover the excitement of networking with, and learning from, your
fellow ACS colleagues.
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NORTHWEST (NORM) | MAY 22 – 25, 2022 | BOZEMAN, MT
MIDDLE ATLANTIC (MARM) | JUNE 1 – 4, 2022 | TRENTON, NJ
CENTRAL (CERM) | JUNE 16 – 19, 2022 | YPSILANTI, MI
NORTHEAST (NERM) | OCTOBER 2 – 5, 2022 | ROCHESTER, NY
MIDWEST (MWRM) | OCTOBER 19 – 21, 2022 | IOWA CITY, IA
SOUTHEASTERN (SERMACS) | OCTOBER 19 – 22, 2022 | SAN JUAN, PR
ROCKY MOUNTAIN (RMRM) | OCTOBER 20 – 22, 2022 | LAS VEGAS, NV
SOUTHWEST (SWRM) | NOVEMBER 6 – 9, 2022 | BATON ROUGE, LA

acs.org/regionalmeetings

GREEN CHEMISTRY & ENGINEERING CONFERENCE (GC&E)
The annual GC&E Conference is an opportunity to learn how to apply green
chemistry and engineering design principles, build valuable connections,
and share research and insights. Over three days of programming, scientists
from academia, government, and industry come together to collaborate on
building a more sustainable world through chemistry and engineering. The
conference includes world-renowned keynote speakers, poster sessions,
and more than 40 technical sessions on subjects such as designing safer
chemicals and products, bio-based chemical feedstocks, green chemistry
education, and new business strategies through green chemistry innovations.
GC&E CONFERENCE | JUNE 6 – 8, 2022 | RESTON, VA
THINKING IN SYSTEMS: DESIGNING FOR SUSTAINABLE USE

gcande.org
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NETWORKING
ACS TECHNICAL DIVISIONS
Join any of the 32 technical divisions to stay current with new developments
in your area of specialization. Membership in an ACS division includes access
to a variety of division journals and publications as well as the opportunity
to contribute to national, international, and regional meeting programming.
First-time ACS Members are entitled to a free one-year membership in up to
three divisions. Some restrictions apply. Contact service@acs.org to join the
division(s) you’re interested in.
 A
 gricultural & Food
Chemistry (AGFD)
 Agrochemicals (AGRO)
 Analytical Chemistry (ANYL)
 Biochemical Technology (BIOT)
 Biological Chemistry (BIOL)
 B
 usiness Development &
Management (BMGT)
 Carbohydrate Chemistry (CARB)
 C
 atalysis Science and
Technology (CATL)
 C
 ellulose and Renewable
Materials (CELL)
 Chemical Education (CHED)
 Chemical Health & Safety (CHAS)
 Chemical Information (CINF)
 Chemical Toxicology (TOXI)
 Chemistry & the Law (CHAL)
 Colloid & Surface Chemistry (COLL)
 Computers in Chemistry (COMP)

acs.org/divisions
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 Energy & Fuels (ENFL)
 Environmental Chemistry (ENVR)
 Fluorine Chemistry (FLUO)
 Geochemistry (GEOC)
 History of Chemistry (HIST)
 I ndustrial & Engineering
Chemistry (I&EC)
 Inorganic Chemistry (DIC)
 Medicinal Chemistry (MEDI)
 N
 uclear Chemistry &
Technology (NUCL)
 Organic Chemistry (ORGN)
 Physical Chemistry (PHYS)
 Polymer Chemistry (POLY)
 P
 olymeric Materials: Science
& Engineering (PMSE)
 Professional Relations (PROF)
 Rubber (RUBB)
 Small Chemical Businesses (SCHB)

ACS LOCAL SECTIONS
Local sections are the face of ACS at the grassroots level. There are 185
ACS Local Sections throughout the 50 U.S. states, Washington, DC, and
Puerto Rico that offer plenty of opportunities to learn new skills, grow
professionally, network, and contribute to your community’s understanding
and appreciation of chemistry. ACS Members are automatically assigned to
a Local Section based on their zip code. acs.org/localsections

ACS INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL SCIENCES CHAPTERS
(ICSCs)
The international equivalent of U.S. Local Sections are the ICSCs. Through
these chapters, chemists outside the U.S. can tap into efforts to advance
chemistry around the world and connect with other chemists in a
geographic region by joining or establishing an ICSC. acs.org/global

ACS NETWORK
The ACS Network is an open social collaboration platform for the chemical
community. Scientists and professionals from around the world can
collaborate and interact with each other within this trusted space. It is an
ideal place for scientists to grow and get involved with ACS activities to
support their profession. Wherever you are in your career or education,
the ACS Network can help you meet colleagues, engage on projects, share
content and opportunities, organize groups and activities, and much more.
acs.org/network

EMAIL PREFERENCE CENTER
New ACS Members are automatically subscribed to the weekly ACS Matters
newsletter. The letter is sent every Tuesday and contains brief articles of
general interest on news and events from ACS, ACS Publications, and other
organizations. There are many additional subscription-based email options
available. ACS Members can manage all ACS email preferences by logging
in with their ACS ID at acs.org/preferences.
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Connect
PERSONAL BENEFITS
ACS Member Insurance Program
The ACS Member Insurance Program offers a wide range of
coverage options to meet the unique needs of ACS Members.
There are options for life, disability, long term care, professional
liability, chemical educator’s legal liability, auto, home, pets,
and more. Discover all the plans available to help build an
insurance portfolio that protects your life’s most important
elements at acs.org/insurance.

Science Product Discounts
IKA Works, Inc.: Call 1-910-452-7059 or email sales@ika.net
to take advantage of special discounted pricing on select
laboratory and analytical equipment.

Car Rental Discounts
Save up to 30% on car rentals through AVIS (1-800-879-2847)
and Budget (1-800-455-2848). Use discount codes B120700
(AVIS) or V118000 (Budget).

Shipping Discounts with PartnerShip®
U.S.-based ACS Members are eligible to receive discounts on
select FedEx® small package services through the ACS Shipping
Program. Save up to 45% on FedEx Express and up to 25% on
FedEx Ground. Go to PartnerShip.com/65ACS to enroll, or call
800-599-2903 to learn more about the program.
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Office Supplies
Enjoy discounts on office products and printing services
at Office Depot. Call 1-800-636-2377 to request a Store
Purchasing Card, or go to 1800member.com/od-acs to register.

Lenovo Computer Products
ACS Members qualify for special discounted pricing on Lenovo
computer products. Visit lenovo.com/americanchemicalsociety
or call 1-800-426-7235, ext. 3881.

Betchart Expeditions
Travel the world with groups of like-minded travelers and
scientific experts who share a love of learning and discovery.
See all the unique worldwide itineraries planned for 2022 and
beyond at betchartexpeditions.com.
Additional information on all the personal benefits previously listed can
also be found at acs.org/membership. Please note: Personal member
benefits may vary across geographic areas.
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“Being a member of ACS has
definitely distinguished my
career and added value to
my résumé. Greatly pleased
to be associated with this
esteemed body.”
– N. BENSON

Member since 2015
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Advance
ACS gives you the tools to advance your career wherever
you want to go. Whatever your interests, goals, and
ambitions may be, ACS resources will help you succeed
and thrive in an ever-changing global economy.

ACS CAREER NAVIGATOR™
Advance your career with the ACS Career Navigator™, your home for career
services, leadership development, professional education, networking, and
more. No matter what stage your career is currently in — whether you are
just starting your journey, transitioning jobs, or looking to brush up or learn
new skills — the ACS Career Navigator has the resources to help point you
in the right direction. acs.org/careernavigator

CAREER SERVICES
Career Pathways™ Workshops
ACS Career Pathways™ is a carefully researched and designed
program that helps you find a career pathway and a job in
the chemical sciences that’s the right fit. Learn about the four
main career pathways available to chemistry professionals:
academic, industry, government, and entrepreneurial careers,
and why each one may, or may not, be the right choice for
you. The courses are held in person and virtually throughout
the year. acs.org/careerpathways
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Career Day Events
ACS Career Day events are held in person and virtually during
the year. These live events help participants build their skills,
network with peers, and more. acs.org/careerevents

ACS Career Navigator LIVE!
Offered at both annual ACS Meetings & Expositions, ACS
Career Navigator LIVE! ensures that hiring managers have
access to the top talent they need to fill their positions by
providing job seekers and employers with a more substantial
version of a traditional “résumé drop” fair. These unique
events offer pre-registered job seekers the ability to submit
job applications and résumés and engage in on-the-spot
interviews with recruiters from leading employers in the
chemistry enterprise.

Personal Career Consulting
ACS Career Consultants are available to assist ACS Members
in developing personal career plans for success. These career
experts are available for general career consulting, résumé
reviews, mock interviews, LinkedIn profile reviews, and
more. You can find Career Consultants at ACS Meetings &
Expositions, Regional Meetings, Career Events, and online via
Zoom. acs.org/careerconsultants

InterviewStream Online Tool
Learn what your interview strengths and weaknesses
are with this online tool that will help you refine your
interview skills and improve your verbal and nonverbal actions.
acs.interviewstream.com
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C&EN Jobs
Chemistryjobs.acs.org is the primary tool for ACS Members
to find open positions that match their skills and career
goals. Search an extensive network of jobs and employment
opportunities for scientific professionals.

ACS Salary Calculator™
Ensure you’re being fairly compensated as compared to others
in similar jobs. The ACS Salary Calculator provides medianbased salary data by career choice and your projected future
salary. Data are adjusted for inflation. acs.org/calculator

ACS PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Refresh your skills or branch into new areas with training from ACS
Professional Education. Courses are taught by expert instructors and allow
you to stay on top of new technology, growing trends in your industry, and
the skills you need to advance your career. Training is available in person at
various locations in the U.S. and online throughout the year. Also offered
are lab component courses, providing a unique experience that combines
lectures with valuable hands-on training in the lab. ACS Members qualify
for a savings of up to US $200 per course. Courses are offered in the
following topic areas:
 Analytical Chemistry
 Polymer Chemistry
 Biological/Medicinal Chemistry
 Organic/Physical Chemistry

 Computers/Statistics/
Engineering Chemistry
 Professional Development
 Regulatory/Environmental
Chemistry

proed.acs.org
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Broaden your horizons with the ACS Leadership Development System© and
learn essential skills to strengthen your competitive advantage in today’s
global economy. This suite of free courses provides ACS Members with
an opportunity to take courses in a face-to-face setting as well as online.
ACS Leadership Development courses are focused on the five main areas
of leadership competency that have been found to differentiate leaders in
corporate and many other organizational environments:
 Personal Capability

 Focusing on Results

 Interpersonal Skills

 Setting a Clear Direction

 Building Character

STUDENT MEMBER BENEFITS
In addition to all the member benefits described throughout this
handbook, undergraduate, graduate, and post-doctoral scholars also have
access to a suite of student-specific benefits.

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
inChemistry Magazine
The ACS magazine for student members covers information
and experiences that are unique to undergraduate students in
the chemical sciences, offering insights on graduate school and
preparing for the workplace. acs.org/inchemistry

Careers & the Chemical Sciences
Discover the wide range of career options in the chemical
sciences. Explore more than 40 careers in industry, academia,
government, and nonprofit organizations; read the real-life
experiences of more than 100 chemists; and get the information
you need to enter the job market. acs.org/collegetocareer
25

ACS Get Experience Database
Find undergraduate research opportunities, internships,
summer jobs, and co-ops that provide real-world experience
for students who want to pursue a career in the chemical
sciences through the ACS Get Experience Database. The
database includes opportunities available globally in private
companies, academic institutions, government agencies,
and nonprofit associations. For international undergraduate
students, the job listings also include multi-national
organizations that have internships in many countries
around the world. getexperience.acs.org

Student Chapters
Join an ACS Student Chapter to connect with fellow students,
faculty, and chemists; develop professional skills; and provide
service and outreach to the community. Student chapters
also have access to awards and grants for travel, chapter
activities, and more. acs.org/studentchapters (U.S.);
acs.org/internationalstudentchapters (outside the U.S.)

GRADUATE & POSTDOCTORAL RESOURCES
Graduate Student Organizations (GSOs)
ACS Graduate Student Organizations are communities specific
to graduate students who are interested in networking, career
preparation, outreach, and professional development. Learn
more about this initiative, including information on how to
start a GSO, as well as grant funding. acs.org/gso
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Advance
Career Planning: ChemIDP™
The online ChemIDP™tool assists students and postdocs in
the chemical sciences with their career planning through
immersive, self-paced activities where users can identify career
goals, determine specific skills needed for success, and develop
a plan to achieve their professional goals. ChemIDP helps you
track your progress and provides tips and strategies for success.
chemidp.org

Taking the Lead in Your Career Workshop
Based on the individual development plan process and
the ChemIDP™ tool, this workshop is designed to help
undergraduates, graduate students, and postdoctoral scholars
assess their values, strengths, and skills; explore available career
options; and map out their career goals. Attendees will
additionally learn how ChemIDP can support their career
planning and tracking. Workshop modules that vary in length
and scope are available to cater to the individual needs of the
university or department. These interactive workshops can be
presented virtually or in person. Contact ChemIDP@acs.org
for more information.

Graduate & Postdoctoral Chemist Magazine
This online magazine focuses on career advice, wellness, career
paths, lab life, awards, fellowships, and general topics related
to graduate student and postdoc life. gpchemist.acs.org
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ACS Career Kick-Starter Workshop
Chemical science departments are encouraged to host an inperson or virtual ACS Career Kick-Starter Workshop — a career
development event for graduate students and postdoctoral
scholars. In a short period of time, this workshop provides
participants with the necessary knowledge and tools that
would otherwise require weeks of individual effort to obtain.
acs.org/careerkickstarter

Postdoc to Faculty Workshop (P2F)
The P2F workshop seeks to help graduate students and
postdocs prepare for an academic career. This workshop
compares and contrasts positions and expectations in
undergraduate and graduate chemistry departments, providing
assistance with, and feedback on, academic job application
materials. Strategies for balancing scholarship, teaching,
and service expectation with life outside academia are also
examined. Additionally, the workshop creates a network of
early career faculty along with mentors, who can help serve as
guides for the new faculty. acs.org/P2F

ACS on Campus
Dedicated to helping students, post-docs, and faculty advance
in their present and future careers, ACS on Campus is the
Society’s premier outreach program. Each year, ACS on Campus
hosts programming virtually and at in-person events for
hundreds of institutions around the world, bringing you leaders
in chemistry, publishing, research, science communication, and
career development. At these free events, you’ll network with
top chemistry professionals, learn about publishing directly
from ACS editors, get tips on your next career move, and more.
acsoncampus.acs.org
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Advance
ACS Program-In-A-Box
Energize your ACS Member community with this free and easy
programming toolkit. Each ACS Program-in-a-Box (PIB) features
a professionally produced live webcast where experts provide
stimulating science discussions and live Q&A. Hosting an event
is easy because everything arrives “in the box” that’s delivered
right to your doorstep. You’ll receive marketing materials, door
prizes, handouts, and more. acs.org/pib
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the format and materials provided for
upcoming PIB events are subject to change in keeping with local, state, and federal
health and safety guidelines.

AWARDS, GRANTS & FELLOWSHIPS
Honoring Excellence & Achievement

ACS sponsors a broad range of national, regional, and local section awards
to recognize accomplishments and service to the chemical sciences and
related disciplines that have helped advance and continue research to
benefit humanity.
ACS National Awards Program

ACS administers 65 national awards, including such prestigious honors as:
 Priestley Medal
 Arthur C. Cope Award
 A
 CS Award for Affordable
Green Chemistry
 E
 arl B. Barnes Award for Leadership
in Chemical Research Management
 J ames Bryant Conant Award in
High School Chemistry Teaching
 I rving Langmuir Award in
Chemical Physics
 K
 athryn C. Hach Award for
Entrepreneurial Success

acs.org/nationalawards
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 H
 arry Gray Award for Creative
Work in Inorganic Chemistry
by a Young Investigator
 J osef Michl Award in
Photochemistry
 N
 obel Laureate Signature
Award for Graduate
Education in Chemistry
 H
 enry H. Storch Award
in Energy Chemistry
 M
 . Frederick Hawthorne Award in
Main Group Inorganic Chemistry

ACS ChemLuminary Awards

Awarded annually at the ACS Fall Meeting & Expo, the ChemLuminary
Awards recognize local sections, technical divisions, regional meetings, and
international chemical sciences chapters for their tireless efforts and work
in promoting chemistry and the chemical sciences. acs.org/chemluminary
ACS Fellows Program

An ACS Fellow designation is granted each year to ACS Members who have
demonstrated excellence and leadership in the chemical sciences or the
profession and in volunteer service to the ACS community. acs.org/fellows
ACS Congressional Fellowships

The ACS Congressional Fellowship program selects two ACS Members each
year as fellows to serve as staff members in the office of a U.S. senator,
representative, or congressional committee, as part of the broader effort
administered by the American Association for the Advancement of Science
that places more than 30 scientists per year in Congress. The program has
two main goals: to provide policymakers with high-quality information
on science-related issues and to educate scientists on how government
functions and how science policy is made. acs.org/policyfellow
ACS Science Policy Fellowship

The ACS Science Policy Fellowship program selects an ACS Member to
serve for one to two years and work alongside ACS staff to advance specific
policy recommendations on issues affecting the chemistry enterprise,
inform and involve ACS Members in the policy process, and gain in-depth
professional experience in science policy. acs.org/policyfellow
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“Through my affiliation with
ACS, I am able to share my
knowledge and passion for
chemistry with others via
NCW, CCEW and other
outreach events.”
– K. MOREHOUSE
Member since 1980
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Share
ACS is at the forefront in preparing the next generation
of chemists and chemical engineers, taking the lead in
promoting programs and legislation that will ensure the
future of the chemistry enterprise.
ACS OFFICE OF PHILANTHROPY
The ACS Office of Philanthropy advances the Society’s mission by seeking
and securing philanthropic support from individuals, foundations, and
corporations. Member donations support ACS programs that benefit
students, teachers, and researchers, enhancing the chemistry enterprise
and increasing public understanding of chemistry. acs.org/donate;
acs.org/legacy

OFFICE OF DIVERSITY, EQUITY,
INCLUSION & RESPECT
The purpose of the Office of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion & Respect (DEIR) is
to operate as the central hub that coordinates, supports, and guides efforts
by staff, members, and governance toward Strategic Goal 5, “Embrace
and Advance Inclusion in Chemistry,” in the ACS Strategic Plan. The Office
helps the Society foster a more inclusive culture so that everyone in the
chemistry enterprise, no matter their lived experience, can thrive. The
Office of DEIR also supports everyone in upholding the ACS core value of
DEIR. acs.org/diversity; acs.org/strategicplan
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Share
COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Share your passion for chemistry with the public and connect with other
ACS Members through programs such as National Chemistry Week, Chemists
Celebrate Earth Week, Kids & Chemistry, International Chemistry Festivals,
and more at acs.org/outreach. Learn how you can maximize the impact of
your outreach activities with the on-demand Outreach Training Program at
acs.org/otp.

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
The Communications Division is comprised of five business units: ACS
Advertising Sales and C&EN Marketing, C&EN, ACS Productions, Society and
Media Communications, and Web Strategy & Operations. The mission of the
division is to provide news and ACS information and to communicate the vital
role of chemical professionals and the chemical sciences in solving critical
global challenges and improving everyday life. The function coordinates
message development and speechwriting; promotion of Society news and
publications to the media; communication of Society news to ACS Members;
media training and training/technical assistance to members involved in
communications; sales and marketing of Society content; and preparation
of the Society’s annual report, among other responsibilities. In addition,
the function also oversees the Society’s web and social media presence and
multimedia efforts.
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, OUTREACH &
ALLIANCES
As part of the Office of the Secretary and General Counsel, Government
Affairs, Outreach & Alliances is responsible for global collaborations with a
diverse group of governmental and non-governmental stakeholders with
related interests and goals of ACS. The function acts in a non-partisan,
balanced and credible manner to ensure that public policy development
benefits from current scientific knowledge and that it advances the
chemistry enterprise’s ability to contribute to the general welfare of
society. Activities include advocacy, public policy development, symposia
and programming, partnerships and general external outreach.

THE ACS BOARD OF DIRECTORS & COUNCIL
The ACS Board of Directors and Council serve as the governing bodies
of ACS. The Board meets at least four times annually and consists of
15 elected members and the ACS Chief Executive Officer. It is the legal
representative of ACS, administering property, funds, and affairs, as well
as setting ACS policy. Almost 500 voting members form the Council,
which functions as an adviser to the Board. Local sections and divisions
elect representative councilors. The council convenes twice a year at
ACS Meetings & Expositions. acs.org/governance
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Notes

American Chemical Society
1155 Sixteenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036 USA
Phone within the U.S.: 1-800-333-9511
Phone outside the U.S.: 1-614-447-3776
Fax: 1-614-447-3671
E-mail: service@acs.org
Connect with ACS and ACS Members around the
corner and around world: acs.org/social
Manage your ACS email: acs.org/preferences

www.acs.org/membership

